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Abstract—Microscopic road traffic simulator is a powerful tool
to analyze and evaluate various transportation systems due to its
efficiency and risk-free operation. It is, therefore, widely used in
traffic engineering field along with the gradual implementation of
novel intelligent transportation systems. A reliable microscopic
traffic simulator is able to accurately represent the real-world
traffic situation when it is effectively calibrated with the combi-
nation of field data and proper simulation settings. Based on the
existing theoretical calibration framework for the microscopic
traffic simulator, this paper proposes an online calibration
procedure using genetic algorithm as well as a specific imple-
mentation method to provide real-time performance measures
that adequately mimic the field traffic situation. The proposed
method was tested based on loop detector data demonstrating
that real-time traffic modeling can be run in parallel with the
real-world traffic process.

Index Terms—real-time traffic modeling, microscopic traffic
simulation, calibration, genetic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, rapid growth of urban mobility demand is
getting urban traffic network much more crowded [1]. As a
result, effective traffic management is becoming one of the
most pressing problems in big metropolitan areas. Urban road
traffic network is a complex system with randomness and
uncertainty, it is difficult to formulate a corresponding solution
for a specific traffic situation in advance due to its complex.
In addition, due to the randomness and the destructiveness
of assessing the safety of transportation systems, it is not
possible to conduct research by direct experimentation. There-
fore, applying simulation technology in the field of traffic
management and theoretical transport research has become a
handful method. At present, traffic simulation is an integral
part of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) to improve
traffic management efficiency. Moreover, the advent of auto-
mated vehicles also indicates that an intensive use of traffic
simulation shall contribute to a better traffic management for
future transportation [2], [3].

Traffic simulation refers to the interaction of models de-
scribing the characteristics and behavior of each vehicle unit in
the transportation system via computer technology. Due to mi-
croscopic traffic simulation has benefits on the low simulation
cost, simulation without any risk, and fast simulation run time,
it has been intensively applied for designing and operation
of traffic management systems [4]. To provide a credible
microscopic traffic simulation, calibration must be performed
to guarantee that the established model truly reflects the real
world traffic situation. This process is generally implemented
by comparing the field measurements to the corresponding
simulation output [5]. Numerous studies have yielded results
in terms of providing credible methods such as trial-and-error
methods, genetic algorithm (GA), simultaneous perturbation
stochastic approximation (SPSA) [6]–[9]. Another part of the
research focuses on the calibration process, a representative
one is the 7-step calibration framework proposed by Hellinga
in 1998 [10] which many subsequent studies [11]–[13] were
based on. Unlike the research mentioned above using historical
static data during the calibration process, this paper solely
applies the previous simulation step output as initial data of the
next step to achieve the online calibration of the microscopic
road traffic simulator, i.e. in this way real-time traffic modeling
can be realized based on online traffic sensor measurements.

The paper is organized into four chapters: this introduction,
a description of the calibration algorithm and the implemented
framework, a description of how the proposed calibration
process was tested on an urban intersection, as well as a
conclusion.

II. MICROSCOPIC ROAD TRAFFIC SIMULATOR ONLINE
CALIBRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Design of The Calibration Algorithm

Microscopic traffic simulator calibration is performed by
selecting one or more parameters and then repeatedly com-
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paring the measured data with the simulation output until
the preset error range is reached. This process can be seen
as a complex optimization problem with huge search space.
There is no specific functional relationship between the fitness
function and the parameter to be calibrated in such kind of
optimization problem, therefore, computing based artificial
intelligence methods such as simulated annealing, GA, SPSA
were applied. The most widely used among all these was GA.
The main advantage of GA is that it is able to search solutions
under multiple criteria, which increases the probability of
finding a global solution rather than a local optimal solution
[14].

Before using GA, the parameters to be calibrated need to be
coded to obtain the individual used in the algorithm, and the
problem to be solved is transformed into the fitness function.
Then GA will find the individual with the smallest value
of the fitness function, and then decode, get the solution to
the original problem. When calculating GA, starting from a
randomly generated population which is a group of individu-
als that corresponding to a feasible solution to the original
optimization, GA will compare the fitness value of each
individual in each generation, and select individuals with the
smallest fitness value, and with the help of genetic operators,
individuals are selected to crossover and mutate to produce
new populations. According to the survival of the fittest
law, individuals who are more adapted to the environment
will be evolved, that is, the fitness value is more approach
to the required solution. In past researches, various fitness
functions were used to minimize the discrepancies between
field measurement and simulation output, representative of
these were root mean square percent error [15], root mean
square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), global
relative error (GRE) [16], and GEH statistic [17]. In this paper,
the L∞ − norm of relative error is used to form the fitness
function in the calibration process. The calibration problem
using average traffic volume as performance measures can be
written as follows:

minQ(k)

n∑
i=1

wwww F̄Measured
i (k) − F̄Simulated

i

(
Q(k)

)
F̄Measured
i (k)

wwww
∞

Where:
• F̄Measured

i (k) is the average traffic volume of edge i
from the ground truth at step k;

• F̄Simulated
i

(
Q(k)

)
represents the average traffic volume

of edge i produced by the calibrated simulator in the
previous simulation time window k;

• Q(k) represents the applied calibration parameter.
During the microscopic simulation, driver behavior, traffic

flow characteristics are described by numerous independent
microscopic parameters, and the different setting of these
parameters affect the simulation output a lot. Using the default
model parameter settings will cause the simulated output such
as the vehicle number, lane occupancy, traffic density have
large errors compared with the measured values in the field. In

order to eliminate the influence of these errors on the calibra-
tion process, simulated measurements based on real traffic data
are used as the ground truth which represents the field mea-
sures. In this paper, Edge-Based measurements which simulate
induction loop detector measures are used as ground truth.
The simulation output for the same edge can be aggregated
to generate the performance measures, that is ”Average traffic
volume (veh/h) = speed(m/s) ∗ 3.6 ∗ density(veh/km)”.

B. Online Calibration Process

The microscopic traffic simulator online calibration based
on GA follows the subsequent steps:
• Define the research objectives and the overall framework;
• Data collection and preprocessing;
• Create microscopic simulation model;
• Model error review and correction;
• Online calibration using GA;
• Results analysis;
• Final report and technical documentation.
In the first step, an overall framework based on the research

objectives is clarified including define the specific problem that
need to be solved, establish suitable data archiving mechanism.

Microscopic traffic simulation usually requires several in-
puts: road static geometric data (road length, the number of
lanes, etc.); traffic control data (signal control schema, give
way rules, prohibiting left turn, etc.); dynamic model demand
data (flow, turning rate, etc.); calibration data (capacity, travel
time, average speed, etc.).

Microscopic traffic simulation modeling is usually divided
into several parts, first establishing a static road network and
then setting traffic control rules. On this basis, fuse the traffic
demand and other network operation data. After the model
was established, error checking and the correction needs to
be implemented to make sure that the established model truly
reflects the field traffic situation.

The main steps of the model calibration include selecting a
few finite key parameters and importing them into the model
for a large number of simulations. By comparing the simulated
data with the measured data, the optimal values of the selected
parameter are finally filtered out.

During the results analysis, model calibration work is ob-
tained through a large number of iterations.The representative
parameter values are summarized and analyzed, so that the
feedback of model calibration work on the practicality of
model parameters itself can be completed, which has positive
practical significance.

The final report and technical documentation records the
results of simulation analysis in the form of reports and
documents that can be presented to others. Fig. 1 shows the
whole calibration framework.

The whole calibration process was implemented through
the Distributed Evolutionary Algorithms in Python (DEAP),
which is a computation framework for rapid testing of new
ideas. Unlike other GA supporting tools such as provided by
Matlab software, DEAP provides the essential bonding for
assembling complex Evolutionary Computation (EC) systems
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Fig. 1. Online calibration framework

rather than give a prepared or sealed solution. The goal
of DEAP is to provide a practical tool for rapid custom
prototyping algorithms, where each step of the process is as
clear as possible and easy to read and understand [18]. The first
thing to do when using the DEAP framework is defining the
appropriate type for the problem. In this paper, a ”FitnessMin”
class which minimizes the problem and an individual class that
is derived from a list with a fitness attribute was created.

DEAP provides an easy mechanism to fill the created types
with some random value. This research creates the initializes
for individuals containing random integer numbers from 1 to
200 and for a population that contains individuals.

The core of GA is three operators, namely mutation,
crossover and selection, each with its own characteristics,
which can be used to generate new individuals in different
ways. The general rule of the mutation operator is that it
involves only one individual, where a part of its genes will
remain unchanged whether the rest genes accept the change
(mutation). Two kinds of mutation were proposed in this
research (Gaussian mutation and Uniform mutation). The
Gaussian mutation generates a random number obeying the
normal distribution with a mean µ and a variance σ to replace
the real number in the original gene. The Uniform mutation
replaces the original gene value in the individual with a ran-
dom probability that matches a uniformly distributed random
number within a certain range. The rate of mutation determines
the magnitude of the individual change that will result in
the mutated individual that constitutes the next generation of
individuals. To avoid random search, the small mutation rate
was suggested, while the mutation rate that is too small may
hardly change individuals, leading to very slow convergence.

The general rule of crossover operators is that they will com-

bine the genes of two or more individuals. The crossover oper-
ation can be performed in several ways (two-point crossover,
binary crossover, uniform crossover), here executes a blend
crossover. This operation is a linear combination of two
parents xi and yi. The operation is initialized by choosing a
uniform random real number from the interval [min(xi, yi)−
α
∣∣(yi−xi)∣∣,max(xi, yi)+α

∣∣(yi−xi)∣∣], where α is the positive
real parameter, α = 0.1 is selected in this research.

In the evolution process, individuals that are more adaptable
to the environment will have more opportunities to inherit to
the next generation, the selection operator used to imitate this
process. There are several selection strategies: Roulette Wheel
selection, Stochastic Universal Sampling, Tournament selec-
tion and Boltzmann selection. Due to the high efficiency and
easy implementation of the tournament selection algorithm, it
is the most popular selection strategy in genetic algorithms.
The strategy is also very intuitive, extract n individuals from
the entire population and let them compete, then extract the
best individuals among them. Since the first selection is made
without considering the fitness values, weak individuals can
survive until the next generation, which is good for genetic
variability, high values of tournament size can compromise
variability, where low value can approximate to the random
selection. The number of individuals participating in the
tournament becomes the tournament size. Table I shows the
genetic operators set in this paper.

TABLE I
THE GENETIC OPERATORS

genetic operators method parameter

mutation Gaussian mutation µ=0, σ=5

Uniform mutation lower bound=1,
upper bound= 200

crossover blend crossover α = 0.1
selection tournament selection tournament size=3

With all above registered functions, GA was operated using
the following settings:
• The probability with which two individuals are crossed

is 0.5;
• The probability for mutating an individual for both Gaus-

sian mutation and Uniform mutation are 0.1;
• The simulation period is 1 hour and the step interval is

5 minutes;
• The number of generations is 50;
• Two stop criteria were adopted for GA, the norm of

relative error ≤ 0.2 or reaches 50 generations.

III. CASE STUDY

To evaluate the proposed calibration algorithm, a network
based on an open database named OpenITS Research Pro-
gram was generated in the Simulation of Urban MObility
(SUMO), which was developed by the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) in 2001. SUMO is a microscopic, multi-model
traffic simulation open source technology package used to
simulate the movement trajectory of vehicles operating on the
network. Related traffic data was obtained considering a one
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hour interval of the morning peak, from 7:00 to 8:00 on March
26, 2015. The field traffic flow data were aggregated into 300
seconds count.

A. Simulation establishment

The reliability of microscopic simulation is based on the
accuracy of input data, so the investigation of field traffic data
should be detailed. These data are usually the data needed
to establish the road network simulation model, including the
road geometry data, traffic demand data and traffic control
data. This paper takes the open data of an intersection of
Ningxi Road and Xingye Road, the main road in the Xi-
angzhou District of Zhuhai City, China as an example, Fig. 2
shows the road geometry data and satellite map of the intersec-
tion. This open database is collected by the OpenITS research
program which aims to unite intelligent transportation related
research institutions, teams and individuals with the concept
of “openness, synergy and innovation” to jointly promote the
development of intelligent transportation system research and
technology application with big data as the core and support a
variety of participants, including scientists, engineers, industry
and students in the transportation sector.

Fig. 2. The road geometry and satellite map of the intersection

The road network not only reflects the topology of the road
network itself, but also reproduces the geometric characteris-
tics of the road, the condition of the traffic lane, the layout
of signal lights, and the surrounding environment. The road
network data of the intersection of Ningxi Road and Xingye
Road is from Open Street Map (OSM), an open source map
data providing website. Due to its open source property, the
OSM map data can be different from the real world one.
After convert the OSM map data into the eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) format using the ”Netconvert” program in
SUMO, the network can be modified visually in the ”Netedit”
program according to the actual road topology data. The
resulting road network includes 11 nodes and 11 edges. Also,
the traffic light control scheme (green time, offset, duration)
can be edited visually in the ”Netedit” program. This operation
will generate a ”tlLogic” elements in the network file where
users can also edit the traffic light scheme.

After the road network is generated, it can be viewed on the
SUMO-GUI, but there is no vehicle running on the network.
The next step is to model the traffic demand. Regarding the
description of traffic demand, ”trip” describes a car from
the starting edge to the destination edge and the time of

departure, ”route” is a generalized trip which means that
route does not only contain the starting edge and the ending
edge, it also including all edges that vehicles have passed
during the trip. SUMO uses ”route” to define the path of
the vehicle traveling on the network. The comprehensiveness
and richness of traffic information correspond to different
traffic demand generation methods. According to the available
traffic data provides by the OpenITS database, this paper uses
flow definition to generate demand through a Python module
named ”xml.etree.ElementTree” which achieves a rapid and
efficient Application Programming Interface (API) for parsing
and compiling XML format documents. To create route files
using “xml.etree.ElementTree”, two XML files and a comma-
separated values (CSV) format file that contains field traffic
flow data are need, one XML file gives the template route file
shows how is the flow in different direction, the CSV file gives
the specific vehicle number distribution and another XML file
stores the final route file.

With the net file and route file, simulation can be operated
through command line application and a graphical application
named ”SUMO-GUI” which can render the performed simu-
lation visually.

B. Calibration result verification and analysis

Since GA is a random search method, the speed and result
of each search may be different, the calculation time for
each interval takes an average of about 1 hour. In multiple
simulation steps, it is possible to converge the vicinity of the
above solution within 30 generations. There is no obvious
change in the operation until 50 generations. The fluctuation
of the fitness function value can be observed in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The fluctuation of fitness function value

The average traffic volume, (i.e. flow) of the simulation
time interval on each edge in the network is measured.
Fig. 4 depicts the traffic flow from four directions. Edge
based measurements of the simulation output based on the
real traffic counts is taken as the default value (represented
by ”Ground truth”), and the result of simulation calibrated
output (represented by ”Calibration output”) are compared.
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) was used as
validation criteria for the proposed calibration framework, the
results shown in Table II.
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Fig. 4. The comparison of the traffic volume

TABLE II
THE CALIBRATION RESULTS

North East South West
Total Traffic volume
of ground truth (veh) 3154 9024 13756 10777

Total Traffic volume of
calibration output (veh) 3250 9972 13131 11888

MAPE (%) 3.03 10.51 4.55 10.31

The smallest difference of total traffic volume between
ground truth and calibrated output occurred in the North
direction of the intersection which was 3.03% and the mean
absolute percentage error in each direction of the intersection
was less than 11%. As Fig. 4 shows, the discrepancy in
the East direction was a bit bigger than other directions,
which probably caused by the non controlled edge on the
network. When checking the simulation visually in SUMO-
GUI, vehicles operating on the edges belonging to the East
direction show more stochastic behavior due to the existence
of the right turn lane (which is not controlled by traffic signal).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a framework based on intelligent heuristics
optimization method (i.e. Genetic Algorithm) was developed
for online calibration of real-time microscopic traffic modeling
under the SUMO-DEAP environment. The whole calibration
process was implemented in a case study which takes an
intersection from an open database as the scenario. Based on
the real traffic counts, a route file was created and imported
to the SUMO simulator and edge based measurements of
the simulation output were considered as ground truth. The
virtually measured average traffic volume was used within the
fitness function to minimize the difference between the ground
truth and the calibration output. According to the validation
results, all the calibrated simulation output can fit to the ground
truth in a certain degree (the mean absolute percentage errors
remained under 11%) which demonstrates that GA can be
seen as a satisfied method to calibrate the microscopic traffic
simulator.

The running time of calibration for each interval in this
study is quite long due to the python script did not successfully

communicate with SUMO using the Traffic Control Interface
(TraCI), which can make the algorithm obtain real-time traffic
information from SUMO as well as control and edit the traffic
status outside the simulation. The future work will be done to
significantly reduce the executing time.
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